
Product specifications
Weight (kg) 2,64 kg

External dimensions ( L x
W x H) 600 × 400 × 224 mm

Temperature range -40°C to +70°C

Capacity 43.9 liter

Color Grey

Material HDPE

Bottom Perforated, reinforced (base implementation no. 15)

Sidewalls Perforated

Handles Open (four openings)

European Article Number 7424920661685

Maximum glass height 196

Maximum Ø glass 106

Internal dimensions (L x W
x H) 568 × 368 × 210 mm

Properties

Dimensions: 600 x 400 mm with a height of 224 mm.

Designed for storing, cleaning, and transporting
glasses.

Suitable for 15 glasses.

Maximum glass height: 196 mm.

Maximum diameter: Ø 106 mm.

Double division of 15 compartments to place and
protect each glass individually.

The base of the glass, the most vulnerable part, is
optimally protected against breakage due to the
compartmentalization.

Glasses do not touch each other during cleaning,
storage, and transport thanks to the compartments.

Coarsely perforated side walls and bottom allow
rinse water and cleaning agents to easily reach the
contents.

Stackable according to Euro standards and
combinable with other bins and crates of the same
dimensions.

Can be stored and transported without space loss
on standardized supports, roll containers, and
pallets.

Article number: 30.122.3x5.UO

 
Printing possible

Glass crate BASIC - 600 x 400 x H 224
mm for 15 glasses - max. height 196
mm - max. Ø 106 mm
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Description
Attention before placing your order!

The dimensions of the glass determine the choice of crate. Measure the height of the glass and the diameter at its widest point.

Glass crate 600x400 mm with a height of 224 mm for cleaning, storage, and transportation of glassware and dishes. This crate is

suitable for glasses with a maximum glass height of 196 mm and a maximum Ø of 106 mm. The glass size determines which glass

crate is most suitable. If the glass is taller than 196 mm or much narrower than Ø 106 mm, choose another glass crate in this series.

We are happy to provide advice. The glass crate is equipped with a double division of 15 compartments, providing 15 individual

spaces for glasses and cups. Due to the double compartmentalization, the most vulnerable part of the glass, the base, is optimally

protected against breakage. The glassware does not touch each other during cleaning, storage, and transport due to the

compartmentalization. After cleaning, the glassware in the glass crate is completely clean. This is due to the coarsely perforated side

walls and bottom of the crate, allowing rinse water and cleaning agents to easily reach the contents. The Euro standard glass crates

are stackable and can be combined with other plate bins and stacking crates with Euro standard dimensions. Moreover, the glass

crates can be stored and transported without losing space on standardized supports, roll cages, and pallets. For more information,

please contact our product advisor.

Matching accessories

52.TR6040.4.E 52.TR6040.4.H 52.TR6040.4.L 2800.510.312 52.TR6040.4.K

Alternative articles

30.122.3x4.UO 30.122.4x6.UO 30.122.33.UO 30.122.5x8.UO
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